
/n Software IPWorks SSH
/n software's IPWorks SSH allows developers

to rapidly build SSH-secured applications

including secure file transfer, secure remote

login, secure email, secure tunneling, and

more.

Learn more

/n software SFTP Drive
/n software’s SFTP Drive removes the hassle

of working with files stored on remote servers

by allowing you to access them as if they were

on your machine. SFTP Drive supports the

PIV-compatible YubiKey to enable hardware-

backed authentication on the remote system.

Learn more

���domain
���domain is a domain registration and

management service that serves the largest

international corporations to the smallest

personal blogs, and everything in between.

Add two-factor authentication to your

���domain account using the Yubico

Authenticator and the YubiKey.

Learn more

�Kosmos BlockID
�Kosmos BlockID is a fully standards-based

platform for complete user authentication.

BlockID takes the strengths of decentralized

identities, and adds layers of security, user

biometrics, and hardware-backed YubiKey

authentication to effectively protect access to

systems.

Learn more

�Password
Staying safe online is a habit that needs to be

nurtured, and using a password manager is

the simplest way to upgrade your online

account security. �Password’s YubiKey

integration delivers strong password

management to both personal users and

organizations of all sizes.

Learn more

�FA for Jira
Alpha Serve’s �FA for Jira app enables users to

authenticate to Jira using hardware-backed

YubiKeys as a strong second authentication

factor.

Learn more
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AOL
AOL Mail provides a safe and delightful email

experience for millions of people around the

world.

Learn more

AWS IoT Greengrass
The YubiHSM 2 is qualified for AWS IoT

Greengrass Hardware Security Integration.

AWS IoT Greengrass introduced a new feature

that utilizes the YubiHSM 2 PKCS#�� library,

allowing AWS IoT Greengrass to use secure

hardware to store private keys.

Learn more

AWS Single Sign-On
AWS Single Sign-On (SSO) makes it easy to

centrally manage and provide users with

single sign-on access to multiple AWS

accounts and business apps from one place.

AWS SSO supports WebAuthn to enable

strongly attestable and phishing-resistant

security across supported browsers using

interoperable FID...

Learn more

AWS identity and access
management (IAM)
You want to manage access to AWS services

and resources securely with fine-grained

access control, integration with your

corporate directory, and enforcing multi-

factor authentication (MFA) for highly

privileged users. Adding MFA for your AWS IAM

and root users is an AWS IAM best practice.

Learn more

AiRE IntelligentFiler
AiRE IntelligentFiler is a cloud-connected

storage array that makes data storage simple

again with the latest in predictive, AI-driven

proactive assistance. System admins can

configure the unit to leverage YubiKeys as a

hardware-backed second authentication

factor to protect access to the unit’s con...

Learn more

AppGate SDP
AppGate Software-Defined Perimeter (SDP) is

a full-featured network security platform that

embodies the core principles of Zero Trust.

Extend hardware-backed YubiKey two-factor

authentication (�FA) to your network with

AppGate SDP.

Learn more
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Auth�
Auth� provides a platform to authenticate,

authorize, and secure access for applications,

devices, and users. Auth� supports YubiKeys

to provide users with the ability to login with

a secure hardware-backed authentication

factor, especially in scenarios where a mobile

phone is not a viable solution.

Learn more

AuthLite
AuthLite secures your enterprise Active

Directory-backed authentication and stays

within your budget. AuthLite enables your

Domain Controllers and connected systems to

natively process YubiKey two-factor

authentication, so users can continue using

all existing software, with the added security

of th...

Learn more

AuthStack
AuthStack is an enterprise grade Single Sign-

On (SSO) and Identity Access Management

(IAM) System that supports strong multi-factor

authentication (MFA) with the YubiKey.

AuthStack supports FIDO Universal �nd Factor

(U�F), Yubico One Time Password (OTP) and

OTP-HOTP.

Learn more

Authereum
Authereum is an Ethereum-based wallet and

dApp login solution. It allows users to easily

interact with web 3 applications via any

browser, using nothing but a username and

password.

Learn more

Authlogics
Authlogics aims to make the login process less

cumbersome for end users. With support for

the YubiKey built into their solution,

Authlogics delivers an easy to use two factor

authentication process, and provides a high

level of security to users.

Avatier
Avatier’s identity management solutions

require fewer login credentials and provide

the ability to collaborate across and beyond

business boundaries. With support for

FIDO�/WebAuthn, Avatier enables strong

single-factor or passwordless authentication

with the YubiKey.
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Learn more
Learn more

AwardWallet
AwardWallet is free service that helps users

manage reward balances and travel

itineraries. Secure your AwardWallet account

with the YubiKey using the Yubico

Authenticator.

Learn more

Axiad
Designed to protect enterprise accounts,

networks, and devices from credential theft

and breach, the YubiKey and Axiad Cloud

provide strong authentication that is both

easy to use and deploy for enterprise

customers seeking to balance security and

employee agility.

Learn more

Basecamp
Basecamp enables simple, secure, and

phishing-resistant login with YubiKey two-

factor authentication (�FA). With support for

WebAuthn built into their app, Basecamp

customers can now use the YubiKey as a

hardware-backed second-factor to protect

their account and the information within.

Learn more

BitBay
BitBay is trading platform for buying and

selling cryptocurrency. Use the Yubico

Authenticator to protect your BitBay account

with hardware-backed YubiKey

authentication.

Learn more

BitMEX
BitMEX is a trading platform that leverages

YubiKey two-factor authentication using

Yubico One Time Password (OTP) for

advanced cryptocurrency derivatives.

Bitbucket
Atlassian’s Bitbucket Cloud, the Git solution

for professional teams, supports FIDO

Universal �nd Factor (U�F) and YubiKey

hardware to protect users’ data and accounts.
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Learn more Learn more

Bitfinex
Bitfinex is a digital asset trading platform for

digital currency traders and global liquidity

providers. Bitfinex supports strong FIDO

Universal �nd Factor (U�F) and the YubiKey.

Learn more

Bitwarden Business
Business users need a way to securely

manage and share secrets within an

organization. Bitwarden Business offers teams

and enterprise level plans to satisfy the needs

of small and large organizations alike.

Bitwarden is an incredibly lightweight

enterprise password manager that delivers

strong, reli...

Learn more

Bitwarden Premium
Securely store and manage passwords for the

websites and services you use day-to-day.

With YubiKey two-factor authentication

support built into its premium subscription,

Bitwarden combines strong encryption with

ease of use for to protect the data of its users.

Learn more

Blockchain.com
Blockchain.com is a cryptocurrency

blockchain explorer service, as well as a

cryptocurrency wallet and a cryptocurrency

exchange supporting Bitcoin, Bitcoin Cash,

and Ethereum.

Learn more

Blogger
Blogger is a content-publishing platform,

where you can express yourself. Set up

hardware-backed YubiKey two-factor

authentication for your Blogger account to

protect your written thoughts and content.

Learn more

Blur
Blur is a tool that helps users stay anonymous

online with features like email masking, credit

card masking, and password generation. Use

the Yubico Authenticator with the YubiKey to

protect access to your Blur account with

reliable, easy to use hardware.
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Learn more

Bomgar privileged access
management
Bomgar’s Privileged Access Management

(PAM) solutions enable organizations to

control and manage privileged access to

critical data and systems, while empowering

users to be more productive.

Learn more

Boxcryptor
Boxcryptor by Secomba GmbH is a convenient

way to encrypt the data you store in the cloud.

With support for FIDO�/WebAuthn offered in

all Boxcryptor products, including Boxcryptor

Free, Boxcryptor customers can now turn on

YubiKey two-factor authentication (�FA) to

secure access across platforms and...

Learn more

Brave
Brave is changing the web browsing

experience with its emphasis on privacy,

security, and convenience. With a shared

vision to deliver and protect privacy online,

Brave and Yubico together deliver cutting-

edge security with FIDO�/WebAuthn by

enabling hardware-backed YubiKey support

on the Brave brow...

Learn more

CYBAVO Vault
CYBAVO Vault is an enterprise cryptocurrency

storage and wallet management system that

offers an easy and secure platform for users to

manage their cryptocurrency assets. Protect

your CYBAVO Vault account by enabling �FA

with the CYBAVO Authentication App and the

YubiKey.

Learn more

Capsule
Capsule provides simple yet powerful

customer relationship management (CRM)

software to organizations of all sizes. Add a

layer of reliable, hardware-backed two-factor

authentication to your Capsule account with

the Yubico Authenticator and the YubiKey.

CentOS
CentOS is a free enterprise-class Linux

distribution for desktops, workstations, and

servers. It is derived from Enterprise Linux

source packages to create a fully compatible

Enterprise Linux product.
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Learn more
Learn more

Centrify
Centrify’s Zero Trust Privilege platform

enables users to leverage flexible YubiKey MFA

to protect privileged access to enterprise

accounts and assets across multiple devices.

Learn more

Citrix Workspace
Citrix Workspace transforms the employee

experience and IT experience by organizing,

guiding, and automating work. Citrix

Workspace integrates with the YubiKey to

deliver a streamlined, highly secure, and

intelligent work platform.

Learn more

Clavister Identity & Access
Management (IAM)
Clavister delivers business continuity through

holistic cybersecurity solutions based on

Swedish innovation. Clavister supports

hardware-backed authentication with the

YubiKey to enable secure multi-factor

authentication (MFA).

Learn more

Cloudflare
Cloudflare is a cloud network platform that

gives global users a faster, more secure, and

more reliable internet experience. Protect

your Cloudflare account with hardware-

backed YubiKey two-factor authentication

(�FA).

Learn more

Cmd
Cmd enables pre-execution control with

YubiKey support on sessions, file changes,

and commands, on any Linux server in your

network. Some of the world’s leading

companies use Cmd to protect themselves

against insider threats, privileged access

Code Enigma
Code Enigma delivers an end to end identity

management and authentication solution to

organizations. With Code Enigma’s Managed

YubiKey Authentication Services,

organizations are able to leverage Yubico One
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abuse, and system attacks in Linux production

workloads.

Learn more

Time Password (OTP) for strong two-factor

authentication.
Learn more

CodeShip
CodeShip is a fast and secure hosted

Continuous Integration service that scales

with your needs. Secure your CodeShip

account with the Yubico Authenticator and the

YubiKey.

Learn more

Cointree
Cointree is designed to educate and excite,

providing users with all the tools to buy, sell

and explore the exciting world of

cryptocurrency.

Learn more

Compose
Compose is a DaaS company specializing in

enterprise-grade MongoDB deployments.

Compose integrates FIDO U�F with the

YubiKey into its database authentication

system for secure and simple two-factor

authentication.

Learn more

Cotech Hardware Security
SDK
The Hardware Security SDK by Confidential

Technologies (Cotech) is a vendor-

independent framework for using security

keys over NFC and USB for two-factor

authentication and more on Android mobile

platforms.

Learn more

Cryptolens
Cryptolens is a cloud service that enables

software developers to monetize their

software. Use the YubiKey with the Yubico

Authenticator to bring hardware-backed �FA

to your Cryptolens account.

Curity
Together, Yubico and Curity secure your

applications and APIs by combining

hardware-backed security with a powerful

OAuth and OpenID Server.
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Learn more Learn more

CyberArk
CyberArk provides a critical layer of IT security

to protect data, infrastructure and assets

across the enterprise. CyberArk users can use

the YubiKey to unlock their enterprise

password vault, and leverage reliable

hardware-backed protection to secure the

data within.

Learn more

DSX
DSX is a London-based regulated

cryptocurrency exchange that seamlessly

blends security and compliance. DSX enables

WebAuthn/FIDO� and Universal �nd Factor

(U�F)-based authentication with the

hardware-backed YubiKey to effectively

protect customers from phishing and other

online threats.

Learn more

Daon IdentityX
Daon’s IdentityX is a multi-modal identity

services platform that addresses the full

customer identity lifecycle. Daon enables

customers to leverage YubiKey multi-factor

authentication to protect their identity from

unauthorized access.

Learn more

Dashlane Business
Employee adoption is critical for businesses

looking to maximize efficiency and cost.

Dashlane Business and the YubiKey together

provide an efficient, cost-effective solution for

managing employee passwords.

Learn more

Dashlane Premium
Dashlane is the first password manager to

support FIDO U�F certified YubiKeys to keep

you and your passwords safe. With the

YubiKey, Dashlane Premium enables secure

two-factor authentication that is not only easy

to use, but also easy to set up.

Data Guard
Active Cypher’s Data Guard products rely on

the identity access management provided by

Microsoft, and builds on that with a Certificate

Authority (CA) provisioned network integrated

with YubiKey authentication for increased

security.
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Learn more Learn more

Debian
Debian is a Unix-like computer operating

system compatible with YubiKey

authentication that is composed entirely of

free software, and packaged by a community

called the Debian Project.

Learn more

DigiCert PKI Platform
DigiCert is a cloud-based PKI service for

Enterprise and IoT. Simplify user identity

management for existing network access,

directory services, and business applications,

and enable hardware-backed protection with

the YubiKey.

Learn more

Digidentity
Using Digidentity federated authentication

services, like GOV.UK Verify, and FIDO U�F

with the YubiKey, UK citizens can conveniently

access a number of government services

online with the utmost security and privacy.

Learn more

Directnic
Directnic is an ICANN accredited registrar that

offers a wide variety of tools and services to

help customers establish their presence

online. Passionate about making it safer and

easier for customers to get online, Directnic

supports hardware-backed YubiKey two-

factor authentication (�FA).

Learn more

DocuSign
DocuSign provides a digital solution for

paper-based agreeement processes using e-

signature technology. Protect your DocuSign

account with reliable two-factor

authentication (�FA) using the Yubico

Authenticator and the YubiKey.

Dropbox for Business &
Teams
Dropbox for Business combines document

management capabilities with YubiKey two-

factor authentication to deliver a seamless

admin and user experience for organizations

of all sizes.
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Learn more Learn more

Dropbox for Personal
Dropbox Personal makes managing your

photos, videos, and documents simple. Easily

protect your Dropbox Personal account and

all the files within with strong YubiKey two-

factor authentication.

Learn more

Drupal
The YubiKey module for Drupal provides

YubiKey strong two-factor user authentication

capabilities for Drupal. The module is flexible

and features several capabilities.

Learn more

Duo Security
For organizations of all sizes that need to

protect sensitive data at scale, Duo’s Unified

Access Security (UAS) solution is a user-

centric zero-trust security platform for all

users, all devices and all applications. Use the

YubiKey with Duo’s cloud-based �FA for

defense you can deploy with one tou...

Learn more

Duo for Federal
Duo and the YubiKey deliver a strong

authentication solution for government

agencies, contractors, and organizations. The

joint solution meets the federal guidelines

outlined in NIST 800-63-3 AAL�—the highest

Authenticator Assurance Level.

Learn more

ECAD Labs Signatory
ECAD Labs Signatory is a remote signing

program that aims to make key management

as secure as possible in cloud and on-

premises deployments. Users can now deploy

the YubiHSM 2 with ECAD Labs Signatory to

securely store signing keys.

Learn more

ESET Secure
Authentication
By complementing your normal

authentication with a strong second factor

like the YubiKey, ESET Secure Authentication

effectively reduces the risk of data breaches

caused by weak or leaked passwords.
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Ezeelogin
Ezeelogin can help organizations meet

compliance guidelines for accessing remote

servers, AWS, or cloud instances. With support

for certified YubiKey hardware, Ezeelogin

effectively enables users to satisfy stringent

government requirements for authentication.

Learn more

F� Fabulous.com
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F� provides a broad set of services and

security for enterprise-grade apps, whether

on-prem or across any multi-cloud

environment. F� supports Yubico One Time

Password (OTP) to enable simple, hardware-

backed two-factor authentication with the

YubiKey.

Learn more

fabulous.com is an ICANN Accredited Registrar

incorporated in Nevada and has a principal

office in Louisiana, USA.

Learn more

Facebook
Securing your social media accounts with the

YubiKey effectively helps keep bad guys out—

even if they have access to your password.

With the YubiKey enabled, take control of your

security and privacy on Facebook.

Learn more

Fastly
Fastly is a cloud platform that helps move

your data and apps as close to your end users

as possible to deliver a better online

experience. Use the Yubico Authenticator app

and the YubiKey together to add an extra layer

of security to your Fastly account.

Learn more

Fastmail
Fastmail enables an extensive range of

authentication solutions to keep your email

safe from prying eyes. With support for FIDO

U�F and Yubico OTP, Fastmail enables users to

use the YubiKey for the peace of mind that

comes with additional security.

Learn more

Fedora
Fedora is a Linux distribution developed by

the community-supported Fedora Project and

sponsored by Red Hat. Fedora supports the

YubiKey’s OpenPGP, OTP-HOTP, OTP-TOTP,

Yubico OTP, and FIDO U�F authentication

protocols.

Learn more

FineFriends
FineFriends is a social network that truly cares

ForgeRock
ForgeRock provides identity and access
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about users. Add the security of hardware-

backed two-factor authentication (�FA) to

FineFriends with the YubiKey.

Learn more

management (IAM) solutions for everything—

from Customer IAM to the Internet of Things

(IoT). With support for WebAuthn/FIDO� and

Yubico One Time Password (OTP), ForgeRock

Access Management simplifies and fortifies

security for the user login process.

Learn more

Fortinet
Fortinet secures the largest enterprises,

service providers, and government

organizations around the world. Fortinet

empowers its customers with intelligent,

seamless protection across the expanding

attack surface and the power to take on ever-

increasing performance requirements of the

borderless ne...

Learn more

G Suite for Education
G Suite for Education provides students and

educators alike with tools to collaborate and

communicate efficiently. With the YubiKey

enabled, Google users are able to seamlessly

secure documents, spreadsheets,

presentations, and more with strong,

hardware-backed two-factor authentication

(�FA).

Learn more

GOV.UK
Using Digidentity federated authentication

services, like GOV.UK Verify, and FIDO U�F

with the YubiKey, UK citizens can conveniently

access a number of government services

online with the utmost security and privacy.

Learn more

Gandi.net
The YubiKey delivers hardware-backed �FA to

Gandi users, helping fulfill Gandi’s promise to

provide seamless and secure access to

domain names, easy third-party integrations,

and powerful tools for everyone.

Learn more

Gemini
Gemini, a regulated cryptocurrency exchange

GeoIP�
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and custodian, provides a simple, elegant,

and secure way for people to buy, sell, and

store cryptocurrency. Gemini enables

customers to use the hardware-backed

YubiKey as a strong second factor across web

and mobile platforms over NFC, USB, and

Lightning.

Learn more

MaxMind’s GeoIP� databases and web

services provide IP address intelligence for

content personalization, ad targeting, traffic

analysis, digital rights management, and

more. GeoIP� supports YubiKeys as a strong

second factor for authenticating to the

customer account portal.

Learn more

GitHub
GitHub is a software developer community

with 27 million global users and 75 million

projects to date. GitHub users take advantage

of strong, reliable YubiKey two-factor

authentication with WebAuthn/FIDO� and

Universal �nd Factor (U�F) support to protect

their accounts and secure their projects.

Learn more

GitLab
GitLab and Yubico are working together to

advance software development by

empowering users to log in securely and

safely with strong, reliable authentication.

GitLab supports FIDO Universal �nd Factor

(U�F) and hardware-backed YubiKey

protection to protect programmers and

developers from online thre...

Learn more

Gluu Server
The Gluu Server and the YubiKey protect users

from phishing and man-in-the-middle attacks

—all while helping organizations maintain

secure and seamless single sign-on (SSO)

access to resources across their digital

kingdom.

Learn more

GoDaddy
GoDaddy is a domain registrar and web

hosting service used by millions of users

across the globe. Setting up strong, easy to

use YubiKey two-step verification on GoDaddy

keeps your accounts safe from phishing and

other security threats, so you can focus on

creating an amazing website and building

on...

Learn more
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Google Accounts
Millions of us rely on our Google Account for

access to Gmail, Google Apps, Google Maps,

YouTube, Hangouts, and more. Enable �-Step

Verification (�SV) and add the YubiKey to

protect your Google Account login and the

important information within.

Learn more

Google Advanced
Protection Program
Google’s Advanced Protection Program

safeguards the personal and work Google

Accounts of anyone at risk of targeted attacks

—journalists, activists, business leaders, and

political campaign teams—with mandatory

enforcement of physical security keys such as

the YubiKey.

Learn more

Google Chrome
Chrome offers a simple, secure, and fast

experience to browse the web – with Google’s

smarts built-in. Chrome automatically

protects users from security threats like

phishing and dangerous sites, and

incorporates native support for YubiKeys with

U�F and WebAuthn APIs.

Learn more

Google Cloud
Secure your Google Cloud and all the apps

you use for work with Yubico’s U�F-compliant

security keys. The YubiKey provides hardware-

backed two-factor authentication on top of

your password to protect your Google Cloud

infrastructure from account takeovers.

Learn more

Google Express
Google Express is a convenient, easy to use

online shopping service that allows users to

purchase products from companies like

Costco, Walmart, Target, and more. Secure the

personal information on your Google Express

account with hardware-backed YubiKey �FA.

Learn more

Grape
Grape is an end-to-end encrypted secure

enterprise messenger that connects your

business processes and software

environments. Secure your internal

communication on Grape with the Yubico

Authenticator and the YubiKey.

Learn more
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Green Rocket Security
Green Rocket Security offers a variety of

authentication solutions to keep your

organization safe. When coupled together,

YubiKeys and GreenRADIUS create a robust

authentication solution that is simple for both

users and admins.

Learn more

Gusto
Gusto is a platform that supports human

resource activities to solve businesses

challenges. Add an extra layer of protection to

your Gusto account with the Yubico

Authenticator and the YubiKey.

Learn more

HEY
HEY is an email service from Basecamp that is

built from the ground-up with privacy and

security in mind. HEY supports hardware-

backed �FA with YubiKeys across devices, so

you always keep your emails safe from prying

eyes.

Learn more

HID ActivID® CMS
HID Global’s ActivID® Credential Management

System (CMS) simplifies the issuance and

management of secure credentials, allowing

users to deploy the YubiKey for an additional

layer of security.

Learn more

HYPR True Passwordless
MFA
With HYPR, businesses are finally able to solve

the desktop MFA gap, eliminate customer

passwords, and deliver lightning-fast login

experiences their users love. Combine the

YubiKey with your HYPR deployment to

eliminate credential reuse and stop phishing

attacks while accelerating employee

producti...

Learn more

HackerOne
HackerOne is a vulnerability coordination and

bug bounty platform that has you covered

from implementing the basics of a

vulnerability disclosure process to

supercharging your existing security

programs. Take your security to the next level

by setting up the Yubico Authenticator and the

YubiKey with...

Learn more
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Hanko Identity
Hanko Identity provides a complete toolkit for

passwordless digital identity and

authentication. Customers can implement

FIDO-based passwordless multi-factor

authentication with Hanko’s certified FIDO

infrastructure and enable YubiKey

authentication for end-users in no time.

Learn more

HashiCorp
HashiCorp’s Vault is an identity-based security

solution that leverages trusted sources of

identity to keep secrets and application data

secure. Vault supports PKCS#�� and the

YubiHSM 2 to tightly control access to secrets

across applications, systems, and

infrastructure.

Learn more

HelloID
HelloID is a complete, cloud-based Identity

and Access Management solution that

Tools�ever offers. You can access all of your

cloud applications securely from anywhere in

the world with a single login, and have the

option to apply additional security measures

with access policies and YubiKey MFA.

Learn more

Hetzner Online Web
Hosting
Hetzner Online is a professional web hosting

provider and experienced data center

operator. Hetzner Online supports YubiKey

hardware for strong authentication without

the need to type codes.

Learn more

HiCrypt™
HiCrypt™ encrypts data on network drives and

enables shared access to encrypted files and

folders. In contrast to conventional container

encryption solutions, HiCrypt™ allows several

people to access the encrypted shares at the

same time. HiCrypt™ also enables PIN-based

authentication with PIV-compa...

Learn more

IBM Secure Access
Manager
With the IBM Secure Access Manager (ISAM),

users can quickly and easily self-register

unlimited YubiKeys as their FIDO Universal

�nd Factor (U�F) hardware authenticators for

easy, secure access to systems connected for

Single Sign-On (SSO).

Learn more
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ID.me
ID.me provides secure identity proofing,

authentication, and group affiliation

verification, and enables YubiKey two-factor

authentication (�FA) over Universal �nd

Factor (U�F).

Learn more

IPS Hosting
IPS Hosting offers high performance game

servers. With support for FIDO�/WebAuthn,

IPS Hosting enables strong two-factor

authentication (�FA) with hardware-backed

YubiKeys.

Learn more

Identity Automation
Identity Automation’s RapidIdentity platform

focuses on intelligently automating

provisioning, access, and account

management. Use the YubiKey with

RapidIdentity for strong, phishing-resistant

protection.

Learn more
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Indeed Certificate Manager
Indeed Certificate Manager manages the

complete lifecycle of digital certificates. The

platform supports hardware-backed

authentication with PIV-compatible smart

cards, and enables customers to keep track of,

assign, and issue certificates to YubiKeys.

Learn more

InfoAnywhere
InfoAnywhere is an information management

system that helps community service

organizations stay organized, collaborate,

save time, and automate reporting.

InfoAnywhere integrates with YubiKeys to

secure system login against unauthorized

access.

Learn more

Instagram
Instagram is a popular social media platform

where you can share photos, stories, and

videos with your friends and family. Prevent

unauthorized access to your Instagram

account. Enable �FA with the Yubico

Authenticator and the YubiKey.

Learn more

Intercede
MyID supports YubiKey authentication, and

enables organizations to deploy and manage

the lifecycle of YubiKeys with PKI simply and

securely at scale.

Learn more

Internet Explorer
Internet Explorer is a legacy Microsoft web

browser. Internet Explorer enables hardware-

backed YubiKey support for web-based

applications.

Learn more

Isosec Virtual Smartcard
Isosec’s Virtual Smartcard enables customers

to access their clinical workspace and

applications using a stronger, more

convenient form of authentication like the

hardware-backed YubiKey.

Learn more
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Jamf Connect
Jamf Connect helps streamline Mac

authentication and identity management.

Enable a secure multi-factor authentication

experience across Apple devices with Jamf

and the YubiKey.

Learn more

Joomla CMS
Joomla includes two-factor authentication

and support for the YubiKey, enabling users to

add strong authentication on the front-end,

the back-end, or both.

Learn more

JumpCloud
JumpCloud® Directory-as-a-Service® provides

a unified point of user management and

authentication – with no need for on-prem

servers or infrastructure. Securely connect

users to workstations, servers, networks,

apps, and files with FIDO-backed YubiKey �FA.

Learn more

KeePass
KeePass is a free, open source password

manager that supports strong, hardware-

backed YubiKey two-factor authentication,

enabling users to easily and efficiently protect

their accounts from takeovers.

Learn more

KeePassium
KeePassium enables safe, automatic, and

customizable login with the YubiKey. Set up a

YubiKey with your KeePassium password

manager to keep your passwords secure.

Learn more

Keeper Business &
Enterprise
With Keeper Business and Enterprise, your

employees have on-demand access to

encrypted passwords, websites, and

applications. The YubiKey delivers strong and

highly secure two-factor authentication (�FA)

to protect your Keeper Business Password

Manager and Digital Vault.

Learn more
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Keeper Unlimited & Family

Keeper stores and manages your passwords,

so you’ll never have to remember passwords

again. Register a FIDO U�F-certified YubiKey

with your Keeper account for a second layer of

defense.

Learn more

Kentik Detect
Kentik Detect is an open, scalable platform for

collecting, analyzing, and visualizing network

traffic and performance. Kentik Detect

supports OTP – TOTP with the YubiKey.

Learn more

LDAP Account Manager
LDAP Account Manager (LAM) is a web front-

end that simplifies the process of managing

entires stored in an LDAP directory. Protect

your LAM with the YubiKey for simple but

strong hardware-backed two-factor

authentication.

Learn more
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LastPass Enterprise and
Teams
Together, LastPass and Yubico help

organizations fortify their defenses to reduce

the risk of credential theft and security

breaches. With the LastPass Enterprise Admin

Dashboard, IT administrators are able to

provision accounts, see actionable security

reports, enforce YubiKey �FA, and effectively...

Learn more

LastPass Premium and
Families
LastPass and Yubico have earned the trust of

millions of people worldwide to protect their

personal online accounts. Together, the joint

solution eliminates password fatigue and

provides an easy, secure way to access

passwords at home.

Learn more

LinOTP
LinOTP is a vendor-independent product for

two-factor authentication and one-time

password methods (OTP). LinOTP is available

from LSE Leading Security Experts GmbH as

an open source Authentication Solution.

Learn more

Linux
The Yubico Pluggable Authentication Module

(PAM) extends secure hardware-backed

YubiKey two-factor authentication to existing

Linux/Unix user authentication infrastructure.

Learn more

Locize
Locize is a translation management tool that

bridges the gap between translation and

development. With YubiKey support

integrated into the solution, leverage reliable

hardware-backed two-factor authentication

to protect your account.

Login.gov
Login.gov offers the public secure and private

online access to participating government

programs. With one login.gov account, users

can sign in to multiple government agencies.

Set up the YubiKey with your account to use

hardware-backed two-factor authentication

(�FA) leveraging WebAuthn/FIDO� for...
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Learn more Learn more

LogonBox Remote Access

LogonBox brings forward the most important

parts of identity management under one

cloud-hosted solution. Together, LogonBox

and the YubiKey provide a flexible hardware-

backed two-factor authentication (�FA)

solution without the installation headache.

Learn more

MATESO’s Password Safe
MATESO’s Password Safe provides a simple

password management solution for

companies to secure, manage, and control

their passwords and secrets. Thanks to

support for Yubico OTP, Password Safe

customers can leverage reliable YubiKey

hardware as an additional authentication step

to protect access to t...

Learn more

Magic Link
Magic aims to make passwordless the gold

standard for online applications. Magic is the

bridge to a more secure and authentic

Internet, and authentication is just the

beginning. By leveraging future-proof PKI and

identity technology under-the-hood, Magic

also lets developers tap into new infrastruct...

Learn more

Maiar Browser
Maiar Browser is a blazing fast, privacy-first

browser for Windows, Mac, Android, and iOS

that comes with privacy and ad-blocking

features built-in and enabled by default. Maiar

Browser enables YubiKey authentication

leveraging WebAuthn/FIDO�.

Learn more

MailChimp
MailChimp is a marketing automation

platform that helps your business become the

brand you want to be with smarter marketing.

Add an extra layer of security to your

MailChimp account by enabling the Yubico

ManageEngine Password
Manager Pro
Password Manager Pro enables enterprise IT

teams to completely manage privileged

account credentials and keys. Its integration

with YubiKey delivers strong multi-factor
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Authenticator and the YubiKey with your

account.
Learn more

authentication services, empowering teams to

better protect their shared accounts.

Learn more

Mi-Token
Mi-Token is a multi-factor authentication

(MFA) platform that supports reliable YubiKey

hardware, and enables organizations to

implement MFA to securely verify and identify

users.

Learn more

Micro Focus
Micro Focus delivers enterprise-scale

solutions in key areas including DevOps,

Hybrid IT, Security and Risk Management, and

Predictive Analytics. With the YubiKey, Micro

Focus provides a reliable, easy to use solution

for single sign-on and multi-factor

authentication.

Learn more

Microsoft - Active Directory
Certificate Services (ADCS)
for HSM
Microsoft Active Directory Certificate Services

provides customizable services for issuing and

managing digital certificates used in software

security systems that employ public key

technologies.

Learn more

Microsoft - Active Directory
Federated Services (ADFS)
with smart cards
Active Directory Federation Service (AD FS)

enables Federated Identity and Access

Management by securely sharing digital

identity and entitlements rights across

security and enterprise boundaries. This

listing is specific to the use with smart cards

(PIV).

Learn more

Microsoft - Active Directory
with smart cards

Microsoft Azure Active
Directory
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Active Directory (AD) is a directory service

developed by Microsoft for Windows domain

networks. Active Directory provides

centralized control over computer and end

user configuration. This listing is specific to

the use of smart cards (PIV) with Active

Directory.

Learn more

Azure Active Directory provides an identity

platform with access management,

scalability, and reliability for connecting users

with all the apps they need. With

passwordless authentication support, users

can register a YubiKey with Azure AD to

enhance their account security.

Learn more

Microsoft Edge Browser 
Microsoft Edge comes with Microsoft Defender

SmartScreen built-in – which protects you

against phishing or malware websites, and

from downloading potentially malicious files.

Microsoft Defender SmartScreen is turned on

by default in Microsoft Edge. Microsoft Edge is

available on all supported versio...

Learn more

Microsoft accounts
Using a Microsoft account with a YubiKey

gives you quick and easy access to services

such as Outlook.com, Office, Skype, OneDrive,

Xbox Live, Bing and more. Just tap your

YubiKey and you’re in. No password required.

Learn more

Mideye
Mideye works with the YubiKey to add a

reliable, cost-efficient hardware-backed layer

of protection to enterprise services that

require strong user authentication, such as

VPNs, portals, and cloud services.

Learn more

Miva Merchant
Miva Merchant tightly integrates with the

critical management systems that run your

business (ERP, CRM, OMS, Fulfillment) and

reliable YubiKey authentication.

Learn more

MobilityGuard OneGate
MobilityGuard OneGate is a complete solution

Moneybird
Moneybird offers entrepreneurs an online
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for identity and access management with

strong authentication, detailed access

control, and SSO to both on-prem and cloud

services. OneGate works with hardware-

backed YubiKey authentication to secure

remote access to web applications and e-

services.

Learn more

accounting tool for managing their finances.

Register a YubiKey with your Moneybird

account using the Yubico Authenticator app

for strong authentication you can trust.

Learn more

Namecheap
Namecheap is an ICANN-accredited domain

registrar offering a selection of domains, fully

featured hosting packages, SSL security

certificates, WhoisGuard privacy protection,

and more. Namecheap users can leverage

YubiKey �FA to protect their accounts from

phishing and other cyber attacks.

Learn more

Nintendo accounts
Your Nintendo account is your portal to

Nintendo gaming platforms, including

Nintendo Switch, Wii, and many more. Protect

your Nintendo account and the platforms you

access with two-factor authentication (�FA)

using the Yubico Authenticator and the

YubiKey.

Learn more
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Okta
Okta enables secure identity management

and single sign-on to desktop and mobile

applications. With Okta Adaptive Multi-Factor

Authentication (MFA), users are able to

securely log in to Okta’s platform with a

YubiKey using either the Yubico One Time

Password (OTP) or FIDO�/WebAuthn

protocols.

Learn more

OnApp
With YubiKey support, OnApp cloud providers

can add two factor authentication to their

cloud services, and offer an additional layer of

hardware security that’s easy to use for their

customers and their own support teams.

Learn more

One Identity Defender
Defender, a One Identity product, enhances

security by enabling two-factor

authentication to network, web, and app-

based resources. Defender works with

YubiKey hardware and supports Yubico One

Time Password (OTP).

Learn more

One Identity Safeguard
Securely store, manage, record and analyze

privileged access with One Identity Safeguard

and the YubiKey.

Learn more

OneLock
OneLock is a cloud based application that

provides a broad range of data security

products. OneLock users can enable FIDO U�F

and YubiKey MFA to secure access to a variety

of products and services within the platform.

Learn more
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OneLogin
OneLogin accounts can be configured to

require YubiKey strong two-factor

authentication where and when needed.

OneLogin supports FIDO�/WebAuthn and

Yubico OTP, and enables users to authenticate

securely without having to manually type

codes.

Learn more

Opalstack
Opalstack manages web, email, and DNS

hosting infrastructure for developers and

businesses. With Opalstack, customers can

use a FIDO-compliant YubiKey to protect their

account from phishing and other cyber

attacks.

Learn more

OpenPGP Library for .NET

DidiSoft’s OpenPGP Library for .NET provides

streamlined high-level OpenPGP API for .NET

software developers. Use the YubiKey as an

OpenPGP smart card to enable strong,

hardware-backed security.

Learn more

Opera
Opera’s secure private browser is built to

protect you, and your data, first and foremost.

Opera enables hardware-backed YubiKey

support for web-based applications.

Learn more

Oracle Identity Cloud
Service
Oracle Identity Cloud Service provides

authentication, user lifecycle management,

access management, authorization, and

single sign on (SSO). Oracle supports YubiKeys

as one option for simplified and secure

authentication into the Oracle Identity Cloud

Service, enabling a seamless and easy SSO

exper...

Learn more

PassPack
PassPack is a web-based password manager

that offers additional password management

features, such as password sharing. Passpack

supports Yubico One Time Password (OTP).

Learn more
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Passbolt
Passbolt is an enterprise grade, open-source

password manager that emphasizes security

and transparency. Passbolt Pro offers YubiKey

support to provide an additional layer of

authentication to protect access to users’

most sensitive data.

Learn more

Passly
With Passly by Kaseya, users can add two-

factor authentication to protect a wide range

of systems. Passly supports Yubico One Time

Password (OTP) and Universal �nd Factor

(U�F) with YubiKey hardware.Note: AuthAnvil

by Scorpion Software has been rebranded to

Passly by Kaseya.

Learn more

Password Safe
Password Safe is a password database utility

that stores your passwords in an encrypted

file, allowing you to remember only one

password instead of all the

username/password combinations that you

use. Password Safe uses YubiKey’s HMAC-

SHA� challenge response mode.

Learn more

Password Tote
Password Tote is a web-based password

manager with support for Yubico One Time

Password (OTP) integrated into its platform.

Password Tote also offers additional desktop

and mobile software and browser plug-ins.

Learn more

PhenixID MFA
PhenixID Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA)

delivers a convenient, easy to use solution for

turning on strong hardware-backed YubiKey

authentication, and enabling smooth

enrollment with self/admin service tools.

Learn more

Ping Identity
Ping Identity’s Identity and Access

Management (IAM) platform and the YubiKey

together offer a comprehensive, enterprise-

wide multi-factor authentication (MFA)

solution to deliver tailored authentication

policies to administrators, and simple, secure

access to users.

Learn more
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Pleasant Solutions
The Pleasant Password Server provides strong

hardware-backed two-factor authentication

by integrating support for Yubico OTP and

validating that against the YubiCloud

authentication service or the local database.

Learn more

Pointsharp Enterprise
Pointsharp Enterprise offers an all-in-one

solution to secure user login in a multi-cloud

environment. Pointsharp Enterprise

customers can now leverage FIDO-enabled

YubiKeys to secure their accounts.

Learn more

Porkbun
Porkbun offers a simple and affordable

domain registration experience. To secure

user accounts, Porkbun supports strong two-

factor authentication (�FA) leveraging

WebAuthn/FIDO� and Universal �nd Factor

(U�F) with the YubiKey.

Learn more

PortalGuard
PortalGuard is a turnkey, on-premise user

authentication solution set for customer-

facing web applications. PortalGuard can

enforce two-factor authentication with

YubiKey hardware and Yubico OTP to protect

access.

Learn more

Posteo
Founded in 2009, Posteo is an independent

email provider that offers anonymous and

sustainable email accounts, address books,

and calendars. It is completely ad-free and

self-financed.

Learn more

PrimeKey EJBCA
Community
PrimeKey’s EJBCA is an open source,

standards-based public key infrastructure

(PKI) certificate authority (CA) and validation

authority (VA) supported by the YubiHSM 2.

The EJBCA software is offered in a free

Community edition as part of PrimeKey’s

Open Source policy.

Learn more
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PrimeKey EJBCA
Enterprise
PrimeKey EJBCA Enterprise is a public key

infrastructure (PKI) software that meets the

demands for compliance and efficient

issuance and management of digital

identities. PrimeKey EJBCA Enterprise works

with the YubiHSM 2, combining hardware-

backed cryptographic protection with flexible

PKI software...

Learn more

ProtonMail
ProtonMail is an easy to use, secure email

service with built in end-to-end encryption.

Enable strong �FA for your ProtonMail account

with the Yubico Authenticator and the

YubiKey.

Learn more

Psono
Psono is an open source password manager

for teams. Take your team’s security to the

next level by adding YubiKey authentication to

your Psono account.

Learn more

Pulse Connect Secure
Pulse Connect Secure supports YubiKey

authentication to provide an additional layer

of security, while enabling remote users to

access corporate resources anytime,

anywhere, and from any device.

Learn more

PushCoin
PushCoin is a secure, kid-friendly mobile

payments platform that allows parents and

children to administer purchases. With the

FIDO U�F Protocol, the YubiKey can be used to

protect your PushCoin account.

Learn more

Quonference
Quonference is an all purpose web-

conferencing platform that allows the use of

advanced access control methods to protect

against unauthorized access to online

meetings.

Learn more
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RCDevs OpenOTP
RCDevs OpenOTP is an enterprise-grade user

authentication solution based on open

standards. OpenOTP provides many (highly

configurable) authentication schemes for your

Domain users. It supports the combinations of

single-factor and multi-factor user access with

One-Time Password technologies (OTP) a...

Learn more

RSA SecurID® Access
RSA SecurID Access is FIDO U�F and FIDO�

certified and works with YubiKey to reduce

complexity and costs for administrators, and

ensure enterprise-grade security and

frictionless access for users.

Learn more

RadiantOne
RadiantOne FID is an identity and directory

service that provides a single view of all user

populations to enable authorization for

security initiatives, federation, and

authentication with the YubiKey.

Learn more

RealMe
RealMe allows users to securely access

multiple online services and prove who they

are online with just one username and

password. Set up the Yubico Authenticator

and the YubiKey to add a layer of strong,

hardware-backed protection to your RealMe

account and prevent unauthorized access.

Learn more

Red Hat Identity
Management
Red Hat Identity Management’s One-Time

Password (OTP) feature, when combined with

the python-yubico libraries, allows

organizations to easily add a user-managed

YubiKey for increased system security.

Learn more

Reddit
Reddit empowers millions of users to create

and join a diverse range of online

communities, where they can connect with

others who share the same interests. Add an

extra layer of protection to your Reddit

account with hardware-backed security you

can trust using the Yubico Authenticator and

the Yubi...

Learn more
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RevBits PAM
RevBits Privileged Access Management (PAM)

is a five-in-one solution that includes

privileged account, session, password, key

and certificate management, as well as

extensive session logging that captures

keystrokes and video. RevBits PAM supports

YubiKey passwordless or two-factor

authentication (2...

Learn more

Rockstar Games Social
Club
Rockstar Games Social Club is a multiplayer

and digital communication service by

Rockstar Games. Secure your communication

by setting up strong �FA with the Yubico

Authenticator and the YubiKey.

Learn more

Rohos
Rohos enables users to register a YubiKey to

secure their network, remote servers, and

workstation access. Adding YubiKey multi-

factor authentication (MFA) on top of

password-based login greatly improves

enterprise security.

Learn more

Runbox
Runbox Solutions provides fast and secure

email hosting with its flagship product, the

Runbox Mail Manager. The Runbox Mail

Manager has served approximately 1,000,000

users since it launched globally in 2000.

Secure your Runbox Mail Manager account

using the YubiKey with the Yubico

Authenticator.

Learn more

SAASPASS
SAASPASS and Yubico help secure

organizations against security breaches. You

can enforce Yubikey �FA on Windows

computers, MacBooks (even without Active

Directory and in offline mode), and for all your

single sign-on, SAML integrations, password

management & secure access needs.

SEGULINK
SEGULINK is a managed file transfer and

email encryption platform for secure and

trusted data exchange. SEGULINK supports

hardware-backed two-factor authentication

with the YubiKey across platforms and

devices.

Learn more
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Learn more

SSL Manager
SSL Manager is SSL.com’s Windows

application for digital certificate ordering and

management. SSL Manager enables

customers to install CA-signed certificates on

FIPS 140-2 Level 2 validated YubiKey

hardware.

Learn more

STEX
STEX is a regulated cryptocurrency trading

platform that offers a wide range of projects, a

fiat gateway, and quick support response

times. Enable YubiKey two-factor

authentication (�FA) on your STEX account to

prevent unauthorized access to your funds.

Learn more

Safari
Safari is a cross-platform web browser built by

Apple for Macs, iPhones, and iPads. Safari

enables hardware-backed YubiKey support for

web-based applications.

Learn more

Safe-T ZoneZero MFA
Safe-T’s ZoneZero centralized approach

allows customers to easily integrate multi-

factor authentication (MFA) and identity

awareness into all access scenarios – remote

and internal users, VPNs, web and non-web

applications. ZoneZero MFA customers can

leverage YubiKey MFA to protect access to

legacy...

Learn more

Salesforce.com
Salesforce.com is a Customer Relationship

Management (CRM) platform with support for

FIDO U�F-compatible YubiKeys. Protect your

organization’s crucial Salesforce data from

unauthorized access by enabling easy to use

YubiKey two-factor authentication.

SecMaker
Net iD Enterprise and Net iD Portal allow

organizations to carry out the integrated

management and issuing of certificates for

the YubiKey, and combine full PKI-based

security for secure login.
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Learn more Learn more

SecSign Technologies -
SecSign Two-Factor-
Authentication
SecSign Technologies delivers user

authentication, messaging, file sharing, and

file storage with next generation security for

company networks, websites, platforms, and

devices. Using advanced cryptography,

SecSign eliminates passwords, simplifies

authentication, and provides messaging and

file dat...

Learn more

Secret Double Octopus
Octopus Authentication from Secret Double

Octopus offers next-generation enterprise

authentication designed to liberate users and

organizations from the pain of passwords.

Deploy FIDO�-compliant YubiKeys with

Octopus Authentication to enable

passwordless authentication.

Learn more

Secure Disk for BitLocker
Secure Disk for BitLocker extends the

functionality of MS BitLocker with its own

PreBoot Authentication (PBA), allowing the

use of authentication methods—including

YubiKey �FA—for multi-user operation,

enterprise management, and compliance

reporting of the BitLocker environment.

Learn more

SecureAuth
SecureAuth prevents and detects breaches by

enabling identity information and security

telemetry. The YubiKey can be configured with

SecureAuth for simple, easy to use MFA using

OTP-HOTP.

Learn more

SecureDoc
SecureDoc protects data with Full Disk

Encryption (FDE), removable media container

encryption, file and folder encryption, and

SecureW�
SecureW� provides certificate-driven security

solutions for customers looking to simplify
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hardware-backed YubiKey multi-factor

authentication (MFA) to mitigate business risk

and meet government and regulatory

requirements.

Learn more

the enrollment, management, and

authentication of certificates. SecureW� offers

a powerful HSM-based PKI / CA service that

can be setup in minutes, along with

onboarding software to easily deploy

YubiKeys to en...

Learn more

Sentry
Sentry is an open-source error tracking

platform that provides complete app logic,

deep context, and visibility across the entire

stack in real time. Enable YubiKey �FA with

Sentry to protect yourself from malware,

phishing, and man-in-the-middle attacks.

Learn more

Shibboleth
Using Shibboleth, organizations needing to

support a variety of users and applications

can simplify the management of identity and

permissions while still preserving privacy.

Shibboleth has support for the Yubico U�F

Validation Server to enable MFA.

Learn more

Shopify
Shopify enables users to establish their online

brand with a custom domain name and online

store. Secure your Shopify account with

hardware-backed YubiKey two-factor

authentication (�FA).

Learn more

Sign&go Global SSO
Ilex International’s Sign&go Global SSO

provides solutions for single sign-on,

authentication, and identity federation needs.

Sign&go supports FIDO�/WebAuthn, and

enables passwordless, two-factor, and multi-

factor authentication use cases with the

YubiKey.

Learn more

Signata
Signata provides a simplified YubiKey PIV

Silex DS-���
Silex DS-��� provides the flexibility for USB
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Issuance toolkit that enables organizations to

bind their identities with their existing Public

Key Infrastructure certificates on secure

YubiKey hardware.

Learn more

devices to be accessible from anywhere on a

network without needing to be physically

plugged into a local device. Silex DS-���

enables customers to access and use the

YubiHSM 2 across virtual environments,

including VMware ESXi, Hyper-V, and Citrix

platf...

Learn more

Silverfort
Silverfort enables customers to seamlessly

extend hardware-backed multi-factor

authentication with the YubiKey across all

systems and environments without requiring

additional agents, proxies or software

changes.

Learn more

Silverstripe CMS
Silverstripe CMS is an intuitive content

management system and flexible framework

loved by content editors and developers alike.

Equip your web teams with a secure account

experience with the YubiKey.

Learn more

Silverstripe Cloud
Silverstripe Cloud is designed to run, support,

and protect websites and applications

powered by Silverstripe CMS. Secure your

hosting account on Silverstripe Cloud with the

YubiKey.

Learn more

Singular Key
Singular Key enables users to deploy multi-

factor and passwordless authentication on

the web, mobile, or legacy applications using

a unified authentication service. Turn on

YubiKey authentication on Singular Key to

leverage the strong security of FIDO U�F and

WebAuthn.

Learn more

Skrill Smart ID Digital Access
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Skrill is an online payment platform that

makes digital payments simple, secure, and

quick. Use the Yubico Authenticator with the

YubiKey to add a second layer of protection to

your Skrill account.

Learn more

g
Smart ID Digital Access enables multi-factor

authentication (MFA), user authorization,

identity federation, and single sign-on (SSO).

Smart ID Digital Access supports hardware-

backed YubiKey MFA to protect access to

multiple applications and services, in the

cloud and on premises.

Learn more

Smart ID Identity Manager
Nexus Smart ID enables customers to manage

and secure the full lifecycle of workforce

users’ digital and physical identities in one

place. Deploy and manage the lifecycle of

YubiKeys with PKI using Smart ID Identity

Manager.

Learn more

Smart Squad
Smart Squad brings smartphone mobility to

front line officers, and revolutionizes access to

agency records and intelligence systems,

speeding up routine officer processes. Smart

Squad enables YubiKey authentication to

strengthen account security with �FA.

Learn more

Sonpo - �Element
Sonpo �Element is a trusted solution used in a

variety of different markets including

government institutions, hospitals,

universities, and more. Available on-premise

or via a cloud environment, it provides a

universal solution for all organizations who

are looking for strong and reliable multi-fact...

Learn more

Spot
Spot is a human resources (HR) reporting tool

that helps employees remember and

document reports of inappropriate behavior

in the workplace. Enable the YubiKey with

your Spot account for reliable two-factor

authentication (�FA) that protects access to

personal and sensitive data.

Learn more
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SquarespaceSquarespace provides software for website

building and hosting to empower their users

to gain traction for their online presence.

Secure your Squarespace account with two-

factor authentication (�FA) using the Yubico

Authenticator and the YubiKey.

Learn more

Status.ioStatus.io is a hosted status page platform that

supports YubiKey authentication, providing

companies a simple and secure way to track

incidents, schedule planned maintenances,

and broadcast status notifications.

Learn more

StoredSafe Secure
Platform
All of StoredSafe’s solutions enforce two-

factor authentication (�FA) to protect your

passwords. StoredSafe highly recommends

the YubiKey and the YubiHSM for the strong

hardware-backed �FA.

Learn more

StrongKey
StrongKey leverages the YubiKey to harness

the power of FIDO U�F authentication. The

joint solution enables users to store files,

share files, and securely access web

applications on the Tellaro from anywhere in

the world.

Learn more

Strongbox
Strongbox provides a password management

solution for iOS or Mac devices. Strongbox

utilizes standards based formats, and

enhances security by adding support for

YubiKey Challenge-Response as an encryption

factor on KeePass password databases.

Learn more

SurePassID Universal MFA
Server
SurePassID Universal MFA is a highly secure,

highly extensible solution for locking down

access to any application, by any user, using

any device, within any deployment

architecture. Together, SurePassID and the

YubiKey FIPS Series enable customers to

deploy an end-to-end FIPS 140 validated

solution...

Learn more
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TeamViewer
TeamViewer uses cloud-based technologies to

enable online remote support and

collaboration. Enhance security for your

TeamViewer account by setting up the Yubico

Authenticator and the YubiKey for strong two-

factor authentication (�FA).

Learn more

TecMFA
TecMFA is a credential provider and

authorization plugin developed on top of

Okta’s MFA and Policy framework. TecMFA

extends Okta’s MFA policy to Windows and

Mac desktop and laptops, and provides online

and offline support for YubiKey two-factor

authentication (�FA).

Learn more

Termius
Termius is a complete command-line solution

that’s redefining remote access for system

admins and network engineers. Authenticate

and securely access Linux or IoT devices with

Termius and the Yubico Authenticator app.

Learn more

Tesla
Tesla is an American electric vehicle and clean

energy company. Use the Yubico

Authenticator with the YubiKey to protect

access to your Tesla account with reliable,

easy to use multi-factor authentication.

Learn more

Thexyz
Pair the YubiKey with Thexyz to add a strong

layer of security to your inbox. Thexyz delivers

high standards of security, privacy, and

reliability for email, apps, contacts, and

calendars.

Learn more

ThreeNamic
ThreeNamic is a dynamic process

management and digitalization platform

designed for companies of any size. With

ThreeNamic, users can leverage reliable

YubiKey hardware as a second authentication

factor for secure login.

Learn more
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Thycotic Secret Server
Thycotic Secret Server is a fully featured

Privileged Account Management (PAM)

solution available both on premise and in the

cloud. Prevent account takeovers with Secret

Server and the FIDO�-compatible YubiKey.

Learn more

Toodledo
Toodledo is a powerful and customizable tool

for increasing your productivity and

efficiency. Add an extra layer of protection to

your Toodledo account with the Yubico

Authenticator and the YubiKey.

Learn more

Trello
Trello is a web-based task management

application. Prevent unauthorized access to

your Trello account with the Yubico

Authenticator and the YubiKey.

Learn more

TruU Identity Platform
The TruU Identity Platform’s is a fully FIDO-

compliant passwordless MFA and continuous

behavioral workforce identity solution. The

platform integrates with YubiKeys to enable

users to securely access workstations, apps,

servers, VDI and VPN with hardware-backed

�FA.

Learn more

Trustelem
Trustelem is one of Europe’s leading cloud-

based access management platforms for

securing corporate data and processes. Use

Trustelem with the YubiKey.

Learn more

Twitch
Twitch is the world's leading live streaming

platform for gamers and the things we love.

Watch and chat now with millions of other

fans from around the world.

Learn more

Twitter
Twitter users can protect their accounts with

two-factor authentication leveraging

WebAuthn and the YubiKey. Together, Yubico

Ubuntu
Ubuntu is a free open source operating system

and Linux distribution based on Debian. The

Ubuntu community has created many apps
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and Twitter provide hardware-backed, strong

phishing defense to user accounts.

Learn more

with YubiKey support to enable strong

authentication and encryption.

Learn more

Unity
Unity is a gaming development platform that

enables users to create and build �D and �D

games through a Unity ID account. Add an

extra layer of protection to Unity ID with the

Yubico Authenticator and the YubiKey.

Learn more

UserLock
UserLock makes it easy for organizations to

protect Active Directory (AD) user logins, and

stop unwanted access to the network. Enable

UserLock and the YubiKey to deliver MFA,

contextual login restrictions, remote session

management, and comprehensive auditing.

Learn more

Userify
Userify manages your SSH keys and team

users across all of your cloud deployments.

Take your login security to the next level, and

use the Yubico Authenticator plus the YubiKey

with Userify.

Learn more

Vanguard
The Vanguard Group is an American registered

investment advisor with over $6 trillion in

global assets under management. Vanguard

supports hardware-backed FIDO security keys

like the YubiKey for two-factor authentication

(�FA) to prevent unauthorized access to user

accounts.

Learn more

Versasec vSEC:CMS
Versasec is Yubico’s first Card Management

System (CMS) partner. Versasec vSEC:CMS

users can quickly authenticate with a simple

Vultr
Vultr’s high performance cloud platform adds

strong account protection by integrating

YubiKey �FA, allowing teams to securely

deploy and manage infrastructure worldwide.
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touch using their YubiKey as a smart card in

Personal Identity Verification (PIV) mode.Learn more
Learn more

WSO�
The WSO� Identity Server, a free and open

source identity and entitlement management

server, provides two-factor authentication

with reliable Yubikey hardware using the FIDO

U�F protocol.

Learn more

XTN Cognitive Security
XTN’s Smart Authentication (SA®) module is

the ultimate solution for customer

authentication and transaction signing, based

on behavioral and-risk based continuous

evaluation, designed for innovative e-

payment services. For an extra layer of

security, use the YubiKey with SA® for strong

hardware-bac...

Learn more

XTON
XTON delivers Privileged Access Management

software that enforces IT security while being

agile, agentless, affordable, and platform

agnostic for all types of business. Add a

YubiKey to your XTON account to leverage

secure hardware-backed two-factor

authentication (�FA).

Learn more

Xona Critical System
Gateway
Xona Critical System Gateway (CSG) is a

browser-based, hardened platform that uses

protocol isolation and encrypted display to

securely deliver access to any industrial

system or application. Xona CSG customers

can leverage YubiKeys for multi-factor user

authentication.

Learn more

Xona OT User Access
Platform
The Xona OT User Access Platform and the

Yahoo!
Yahoo provides a web portal, search engine

Yahoo! Search, and related services, including
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YubiKey together deliver secure, simple, and

affordable clientless application systems

across the entire business ecosystem.

Learn more

Yahoo! Mail, Yahoo! News, Yahoo! Finance,

Yahoo! Answers, Yahoo!

Learn more

YouTube
YouTube is a widely popular video sharing

platform that allows you to watch a variety of

videos, share your own content, and track

data with analytics. Protect your YouTube

account from unauthorized access with

hardware-backed YubiKey two-factor

authentication.

Learn more

Zendesk
Zendesk provides a range of customer service

and engagement products for businesses. Use

the YubiKey with the Yubico Authenticator to

secure your Zendesk account and the

customer information held within.

Learn more

ZoneCentral
ZoneCentral ensures the confidentiality of

sensitive corporate data through encryption

and authentication. ZoneCentral supports

PIV-compatible smart cards and enables

hardware-backed YubiKey authentication to

protect against loss, theft, disclosure and

economic espionage.

Learn more

eBay
eBay is an e-commerce corporation based in

San Jose, California, that facilitates

consumer-to-consumer and business-to-

consumer sales through its website.

Learn more

iQSol LogApp
iQSol’s LogApp is an IT security tool providing

regulation-compliant logging for IT security

and compliance. LogApp allows you to easily

monitor and interpret numerous log sources,

macOS
Securely log in to macOS with the YubiKey, a

powerful security key, by using the native

smart card (PIV) mode or by setting up

Challenge-Response using the Yubico
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and easily manage and extensively report

about them, all while enabling strong two-

factor authentication (�FA) with the...

Learn more

Pluggable Authentication Module (PAM).

These methods help better create the ideal

ecosystem for a password-less future.

Learn more

minFraud
MaxMind’s minFraud web services help

prevent online fraud, cut chargebacks, and

reduce manual review. minFraud supports

WebAuthn/FIDO�, so customers can secure

their account portal with reliable and easy-to-

use YubiKey �FA.

Learn more

myrelate
relate is relateʻs software for high

performance webshops and websites. relate

supports hardware-backed two-factor

authentication (�FA) with the YubiKey to

protect customers from online threats like

phishing.

Learn more

privacyIDEA
privacyIDEA is an open source modular

authentication server. Programming AES keys

into the YubiKey enables users to validate the

OTP in their local privacyIDEA server, so the

secrets stay local to your system.

Learn more

pwSafe
pwSafe is an open source password manager

for Mac OS X users that also comes with cloud

backups, so you can securely back up your

passwords online. pwSafe uses YubiKey’s

HMAC-SHA� challenge response mode.

Learn more
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